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Mean value analysis 

ÅTwo methods to analyze closed Jackson 
network 

ïBuzen’s algorithm to compute G(N) and distribution 

ïMean value analysis to recursively compute the 
average performance metrics; 
also can recursively compute marginal distribution 

ÅMean value analysis, proposed by  
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Arrival theorem  

ÅArrival theorem 

ïA general case of PASTA theorem 

ïAlso called random observer property (ROP) or job 
observer property 

ï“upon arrival at a station, a job observes the 
system as if in steady state at an arbitrary instant 
for the system without that job” 
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Arrival theorem 

ÅApplicability condition 

ïalways hold in open product-form networks with 
unbounded queues at each node (not Poisson arrival) 

ïmay not hold for some networks 
ÅCyclic queue with M=2 and N=2, D/D/1, ɛ=1 and each server 

starts with 1 job, # of jobs seen by job 1 is 0, not equals 0.5 

ïfor Poisson arrival, PASTA Theorem 

ïfor open Jackson network 
Åq(n)=p(n) 

ïfor closed Jackson network 
Åqi(N,n-i)=p(N-1,n-i), the statistics seen by an arrival customer is 

equal to that of the steady network with one customer less. 
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Mean value analysis 

ÅBased on two basic principles 

ïArrival theorem (PASTA or ROP for Jackson networks) 

ïLittle’s law 

ÅFor closed Jackson network 

ïqn (N)=pn(N-1), queue length seen by arrival equals 
that of the network with one less customer 

ïLittle’s law is applicable throughout the network 
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Mean value analysis 

ÅWith Arrival theorem  

ïWi(N) = [1+Li(N-1)]/μi (also valid for M/M/1 or M/M/c) 
ÅWi(N): mean response time at node i for a network with 

N customers 

ÅLi(N-1): average number of customers at node i for a 
network with N-1 customers 

ÅWith Little’s law 

ïLi(N) =λi(N)Wi(N) 

Åλi(N): throughput (arrival rate) of node i in an N-
customer network, which is unknown 
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Calculation of λi(n) 

ÅCalculate visit ratio vi by traffic equations 

 

 

ïvi is the relative throughput  of node i 

ÅCalculate λ(n):  

 

ÅThroughput of node i:   λi(n)=λ(n)vi 
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Add one more equation: 

v1+v2+é+vM = 1 



Algorithm of mean value analysis 

ÅSolve traffic equations to obtain vi, i=1,2,…,M 

ÅInitialize Li(0)=0, i=1,2,…,M 

ÅFor n=1:N, calculate 

ïWi(n) = [1+Li(n-1)]/μi  

ïλ(n)=n/[v1W1(n)+…+vMWM(n)] 

ïλi(n)= λ(n) vi, i=1,2,…,M 

ïLi(n) =λi(n)Wi(n), i=1,2,…,M 
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Discussion of mean value analysis 

ÅCalculate the average metrics easily 

ïAverage queue length, mean waiting time, mean 
response time 

ïAlso calculate the marginal distribution recursively 

ÅRecursive algorithm 

ïComplexity is linear to the system size 

ÅFor multiclass networks 

ïAlso applicable, but complexity grows 
exponentially with the number of classes 
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Example 

ÅSimilar to Example 4.5 in page 203 of Gross’ 
book 
(machine repair problem) 

ïClosed Jackson network with M=3, N=2 

ïException: all the nodes are single-server 

ïService rate: μ1=2, μ2=1, μ3=3 

ïRouting prob.: r12=3/4, r13=1/4, r21=2/3, r23=1/3, r31=1 
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Example (cont.) 

ÅVisit rate equation set: 

Let v1=1, solve the equation 

v2=3/4,  v3=1/2 

ÅState space: (M+N-1) choose N, it is 6 

(0,0,2), (0,1,1), (0,2,0), (1,0,1), (1,1,0), (2,0,0) 

ÅBuzen’s algorithm to compute G(N), then 
compute the steady state distribution π = … 
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Example (cont.) 
ÅMVA method 

ïFor n=1: 

ÅW1(1)=[1+L1(0)]/μ1=1/2;  W2(1)=1; W3(1)=1/3 

Åλ(1)=1/[1*1/2+3/4*1+1/2*1/3]=12/17 

Åλ1(1)= λ(1)v1=12/17; λ2(1)=9/17; λ3(1)=6/17 

ÅL1(1)= λ1(1)W1(1)=6/17; L2(1)=9/17; L3(1)=2/17 

ïFor n=2: 

ÅW1(2)=[1+L1(1)]/μ1=23/34;  W2(2)=26/17; W3(2)=19/51 

Åλ(2)=2/[1*23/34+3/4*26/17+1/2*19/51]=204/205 

Åλ1(2)= λ(2)v1=204/205; λ2(2)=153/205; λ3(2)=102/205 

ÅL1(2)= λ1(2)W1(2)=138/205; L2(2)=234/205; L3(2)=38/205 
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Thinking of closed Jackson network 

ÅRelation of parameters 

ïArrival rate (throughput) λ v.s. service rates μ 

Åμ increases, λ increases  

ïArrival rate λ v.s. number of customers N 

ÅN increases, λ increases with a upper bound 

ÅMVA for marginal distribution 

ïRecursive formula, similar to M/M/1 

    pi(n,N)=λi(N)/μi*p i(n-1,N-1) 
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Given marginal distribution Ą Compute steady state distribution 

by Jackson theorem, as if independent , multiply é 



Cyclic network 

ÅA special case of closed Jackson network 

ïrij=1, if j=i+1 and 0<i<M; rM1=1; otherwise rij=0 
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Cyclic network 

ÅProduct-form solution of steady state 
distribution 

ïTraffic equation is special, vi+1=vi, so set all vi=1 

ïρi= vi/μi=1/ μi 

 

 

 

         where  
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Extension of Jackson networks 
ÅLoad-dependent arrival rate and service rate 

ïSimilar results, product form solution 

ÅConsider travel time between nodes 

ïModel the travel time as extra nodes with ample 
servers, still keep the form of Jackson networks 

ÅMulticlass Jackson network 

ïEach class has its own routing structure, arrival 
rates and service rates 

ïApplicable for computer, communication systems 

ïBCMP network, still have product-form solution 
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Non-Jackson network 
ÅMany variants from Jackson networks 

ÅState-dependent routing probability 

ïCustomer has flexibility to decide its next stop 

ÅE.g., choose the node with less congestion 

ïEven exponential interarrival and service time, no 
product-form solution 

ïUse Markov model to do analysis, but suffer from 
“curse of dimensionality” 

ÅProduct-form solution avoids this curse of computation 

ÅStorage is a curse if need to store every state distribution 
ïAvoid to store every distribution, use iterative calculation, e.g., 

for all s: L=L+n*p(s), only one iterative variable L 
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BCMP network 
ÅBCMP network definition 

ïM servers, K classes of customers 

ï4 kinds of service disciplines 

ÅFCFS, PS, IS(infinite servers, or ample servers), LCFS with 
preemptive-resume 

ïClass transition  

Åclass k customer from server i transits to server j as class 
r, with probability qij,kr 

ïService time distribution 

ÅFCFS: IID exponential for all classes; 

ÅPS, IS, LCFS: any COX distribution (including exponential) 
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BCMP network 

ÅSteady state distribution of BMCP network has 
a product-form solution 

ïHandle each server independently and multiply 
them together  

ïCalculate the normalization constant,  

ÅDoes exist similar algorithm to Buzen’s? 

ïScalability, avoid the curse of dimensionality 

ÅApplicable to large-scale problems 
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More than classical queueing 
theory 

 

ÅHeavy tail traffic 

ÅPhase-Type (PH) distribution 

ÅMatrix Analytic Method (MAM) 
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Heavy tail traffic 

ÅAssumption 

ïService time is exponentially distributed  

ïOr: job size is exponentially distributed 

ÅIn practice, especially in computer system 

ïJob size is not exponentially distributed 

ïHeavy tail, high variance, decreasing failure rate 
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Heavy tail traffic 

ÅData Measure is important (ACM SIGMETRICS) 

ïCollect the job size in computer system 
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Pareto distribution 

ÅIf we use log-log plot 
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Pareto distribution 

ÅProperty of Pareto distribution 

ïDecreasing failure rate 

 

 

ÅThe older a job is, the longer it will take CPU time in 
future 

ïInfinite or near infinite variance  
ÅIf ŬÒ1: E[x]=Ð, E[xn]=Ð, E[x|x>a]=Ð 

ÅIf Ŭ>1: E[x]<Ð, E[xn]=Ð, E[x|x>a]<Ð 

ïHeavy-tail property 
Å1% largest job comprise 90% system load 

ÅMore biased than the 80-20 rule (Pareto principle) 
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Pareto distribution 
ÅAlso known as Power-law distribution 

ïHot concept: power-law; small-world 

ïWidely exist in practice, almost everywhere! 

ÅMost of the resources/contributions belongs to a few 
people/units 

ÅIn business, 80-20 rule 

ÅIn computer network, heavy-tail traffic 

ÅIn Internet, the file size at website 

ÅIn social network/internet topology, the degree of 
nodes 
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Win a lot of awards, 

top paper, nature/sci. 

Question: based on the power-law/Pareto distribution, what we can do? 

Focus on the biggest jobé 



Phase-Type distribution 

ÅSince the job size is not exponential (heavy-
tail), Markovian tool cannot be applied 

ÅNot all are lost, we can use approximation 

ïPhase-type distribution to approximate most of 
distributions, for service time 

ïMarkovian arrival process to approximate most of 
distributions, for interarrival time 
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Phase-Type distribution 
ÅA generalization of concept of phases 

ÅPH distribution: the time to enter an 
absorbing state in Markov process 

ïPH distribution has two terms, (Ŭ,T) 

ÅŬ is the initial distribution 

ÅT is part of the transition probability/rate matrix Q 

ÅFor example, Erlang-2 distribution: 
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Ŭ = (1,0) 

T 



PH distribution 

ÅCoxian distribution 

 

 

 

ÅHyerexponential distribution 
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with an initial 

distribution Ŭ = (q,1-q) 
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The calculation of pdf of PH 
distribution 

ÅUse the C-K equation and matrix calculation of 
Q 

ÅCalculate the transient behavior of absorbing 
state, pn(x).  

ïpn(x)=P{X<x}, so pn(x) is cdf of PH and p’n(x) is pdf. 

ÅChalk writing, use hyper-exponential 
distribution as example 

ïFor any PH distribution, we can similarly analyze 
its pdf based on its Q matrix of Markov process 
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Matrix Analytic Method (MAM) 

ÅA computation method to handle Markovian 
queueing model with multiple-dimensions 

ïM/PH/1, M/Er/1, MAP/M/1, MAP/PH/1, … 

ïState: (# of customers, phase status) 

ïTransition rate matrix has block tri-diagonal 
structure 
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Matrix Analytic Method (MAM) 

ÅProposed by M.F. Neuts (1935-2014, 
University of Arizona) in 1975 

ïDeveloped fast in recent years 

ïTarget: give a numerical method to obtain the 
distribution of Markovian queueing model 

ÅRepeat with certain mode 

ÅGrow unboundedly in no more than 1 dimension 

ÅComputing R or G 
ïRecursively solve equation: R=A0+RA1+R2A2,  

ïSteady distribution: ń= ˊ1 R
n-1 
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